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Christine Laquet (b. 1975)
Based in Nantes (France), Christine Laquet obtained her degree in Fine Art from the
National Fine Art School of Lyon (FR) and the Ecole Cantonale d’Art of Lausane (CH).
Throught the use of different forms of expression including installation, painting,
performance or video, Laquet questions the imagery of savagery, of what remains
of contemporary beliefs for each of us and make familiar bonds between the social
sphere and the ritual habits. Her philosophical and poetic approach is resulting in
works where tenderness and violence mingle closely.
Her work has been widely exhibited both locally and internationally, and is
included in public collections such as the FNAC or FRAC. Recipient of numerous
research and production grants, she has been exhibited in France in the Fine Art National
Museum, the FRAC Pays-de-la-Loire, the L.A.I.T. Art Center, the Modest Art Museum, the
Adhemar Castle Art Center and internationally (in Bangkok, Hanover, Innsbruck, New
York City, Poznan, Recife, Sao Paolo, Seoul), as in the Gyeonggi Creation Center (KR), the
Contemporary Art Museum Aloisio Magalhaes (BR), the Zamek Culture Center (PL) or
the BUG gallery (TH) amongst others.

BODIES, GLASS & KNIVES
A performance by Christine Laquet & Robert Steijn
With special guest: Adrian Owen
Pioneer Works, Center for Arts and Innovation, NYC
nov. 2013

”In a dream-like sequence, a woman’s eye is slit open”
Un chien andalou, L. Buñuel, S. Dalí, 1929.
The performance trajectory of BODIES, GLASS & KNIVES in the
main hall of Pioneer Works, deals with the potential violence of
knives versus our
fragile perceptions of bodies in space. How are we able to “cut
through” the visible/invisible elements of our bodies, mind, and
social constellations?
The knife has become a sparring partner in the collaborations
of the visual artist Christine Laquet and the performer/director/
writer Robert Steijn. Initially related to trance, ritual and shamanism as well as the
Surrealist movement, the knife has haunted their practice. Simultaneously an embodiment of power and strength, the sharp
object becomes an extension of the hand, as well as a metaphor
for expressing mental gestures. The knife strengthens their
desire to cut through layers of consciousness.

Solo show, Christine Laquet & Adrian Owen
French Institut of Fez, Morocco. June 2014.

Hammam, riad, tannery, herbalist’s shop, metalsmith, or hole in the wall restaurant... all spaces
characteristic of the Fez medina, which has a legacy of handicraft and the continued use of traditional
techniques. These trades perpetuate gestures lost elsewhere. The process of manufacturing induces
a stretched sense of time, where rhythms and tones participate in the complexity of the perception of
each space. You have to stop and look carefully at every detail for it to sink in. Acts of resistance to the
“made in China” mode of consumption? Acts of devotion to creating objects that assert and express
our existence? Such sliding between the useful and the symbolic, the environment created by man
exceeds the solely decorative aspect. It is an aesthetic act which builds itself up in a complex web of
meaning, shapes, colors and materials.
The exhibition ÀTEINDREUNERAISONANCE endeavors to resonate with some chosen architectures. More
precisely, this is achieved when a vocal vibration reaches and amplifies the particular harmonics of a
space and the magnification of the waves approaches the resonant frequency of the structure, thereby
establishing a subtle line of communication. Interpretation of the spectrum of sound or light waves,
taut lines, the incantatory nature of the power of voice, the sublimation process, what is not visible
becomes audible. Conductive bodies, conveying an element of the invisible. The exhibition becomes the
trace of the non-visible and the manifestation of a mental mapping. If the color, vocal and optical, is
the essential element of their research, Christine Laquet and Adrian Owen focus in this approach on the
presence upon which the city of Fez was built in 935 AD: the tannery. Impregnation method of natural
color on the animal skin, the absorption of pigment; to dye is a carnal process where men plunge into
large colorful pits, later the sun fixes the color.
These encounters revealed these visible and non-visible spaces, which in turn operate in the
exhibition space, and act to mark the imprint of fragile phenomena. Where the color is revealed
with light and where the sound is heard as if it resounds in a defined space. What of the infinite,
which is characterized by the fact that it is not allowed take any shape?

Intuition of the moment

Installation - Film (18 min, HD, mute) and soundtrack,strings in the space,
stones from the Sahara, 9 photographs.
2014
Bodies are absorbing color. The camera is recording very close images of the
tanners’ body, to be able to capture their gestures. To change the color of skins
is a carnal transformation which meets the act of painting. The diffusion of a
soundtrack builds links with the photographs: a vocal frequency is searching
for a note, the precise vibration which will resonate best in/with the chosen
spaces. Then, measurements of the physical dimensions of each space are
made with colored strings, so that a color and a sound spectrum are defined for
each architecture. In the exhibition, the strings are stretched as a mental map,
whose route is plotted with hanging stones. Collected in the Sahara Desert,
these stones closely resemble flesh. Pigmentation and their veins are identical
to those of the skin... Skin color, vocal color; the installation is conceived as a
taut flow where bodies, spaces, sounds, and colors intertwine.

Video still frames

Measurements

Cook-shop, herbalist, Tannery (wheel), Desert (dunes),
Brassware, Tannery (bowl), Riad, Desert (border), Hammam
9 photographs, digital prints
60 x 47 cm, 2014

CR(I)SES AD(JUST)MENTS (COLLAPSED)
Solo show, Flux Factory Gallery, NYC, June 2013

CR(I)SES AD(JUST)MENTS (COLLAPSED)
focuses on the monstrous metaphors
that were born out of The Great Depression
of 1929 and those that have yet to arise
from the 2008 Great Recession. In 1933,
just four years after Black Thursday,
King Kong became a popular icon in
the historic birthplace of finance,
simultaneously embodying the savage,
the transgressive, and the monstrous.
Five years after the recent economic
crisis, how do we connect the figure
of the monster to contemporary life?
What is its possible embodiment
today? Using historical documents, in
the creation of performance, drawings,
and films, this exhibition is proposing
to reactivate and short-circuit
established narratives.

Christine Laquet invited different
writers to contribute and reflect
on her research which revolves
zeven at times ambiguous idea
of “monstrous metaphors”
that are born out of economic
crashes. Artists, performers,
art critics and historians, curators and collaboraters, the book
includes contributions by Arnaud
Gerspacher, Chennie Huang,
Christine Laquet, Mille Højerslev
Nielson, Robert Steijn, Sarah
Walko and Julien Zerbone.
88 pages book,
published in NYC,
June 2013

1929 (Traders)
1929 (Lou Gehrig working at Stock Brokerage)

1929 (Women at NYC Stock Exchange Board)
1929 (Stock brokers read new ticker tape)

1929 (Traders)
4 Silkscreen prints on transparent Plexiglass mirror
Variable dimensions, 2013

Christine Laquet use of glass is literal but not simple. She delves into its history and role in civilization, from the construction of buildings to the
current use of fine fibers to reinforce a plastic matrix in fiber optics for the internet. She occasionally uses it more symbolically, as in a series of
images based on Associated Press photographs of stock market traders from 1929. She couldn’t get the rights to use them unless she paid, so
she reproduced them instead, by drawing, enlarging, and finally silk-screening the images onto mirrored Plexiglass with a rainbow color, like
the spectrum of light passing through the surface. Sarah Walko, in Hyperallergic.com, the 19th of June 2013.

HUNTING AND FISHING
12 Plexiglas towers and 8 books (ed. of 1975,
Paris-NY) by Honoré Daumier
Variable dimensions, 2013

Broken glass spread on the gallery floor

To Gain your own voice, you have to forget having it heard
With: Alexandria Wailes, deaf actress / Gérard Faroux, drummer
18min, HD video, 2013
«To Gain your own voice, you have to forget having it heard (a quote from
Allen Ginsberg) involves Alexandria Wailes, a deaf actress, and Gerard
Faroux, a drummer. It is a dramatically edited video of a performance that
happened one month ago in the Flux Factory space. Laquet gave the actress
three things - stock market traders hand signals, Occupy Wall Street hand
signals and a list of financial words like future, market etc. that the actress
translated to sign language. Then she asked the actress and drummer to
create a strong relationship between each other as they performed despite
the fact that the actress cannot hear the drummer and can only feel the
vibrations and the drummer cannot understand the hand signals.»
Sarah Walko, in Hyperallergic.com, the 19th of June 2013.

Knife, NYC 2013
Glass and mixed media sculpture
16 x 10 inches, 2013

Knife, Poznan 2013
Dagger, glass, cristal and mixed media sculpture
23,6 x 8 inches, 2013

Creepy House
Video installation, mixed media. Voice by Adrian Owen, 8min,
2013.

Shot in Roswell (Georgia, US) by night, from pointing a flashlight on a a haunted house, a ghost tour guide is offering shadowy
glimpses of a tragic story. Two audio tracks for one scene, where one is the voice-over of a written adaptation by Aimé Césaire
of Shakespeare’s The Tempest.

If by loved possessed
Projected video on a cylindric platform, high heels loudspeakers.
Voice by Lena Hawkins, text by Christine Laquet.
8 min, 2013

From the ceiling, a video projection onto the plateform is fluctuating between close-ups of
slow-moving jellyfish and blurry snow scenes. Out of high heels loudspeakers comes a voice :
a “Doctor in Monsterology” is interviewed to give her thoughts about of what, where, and
who could be the contemporary monster.

A brief history of everything
Solo show - FRAC des Pays de la Loire
nov. 2012 / jan. 2013

A brief history of everything (Une brève histoire de tout)
2 steel reinforcement bar gates,
40,9 x 70,9 inches (x2)
2012

A Brief History of Everything was built around the idea of the trap, of stalking, and of catching. This idea of the trap is not merely an image, a theme or an illustration.
It is rather the artist’s own methodology and its display, a way to address the audience and to create the conditions to another way of seeing the world and
beyond. The work itself is a double metal door that we are invited to push open to see further. Its structure consists of letters spelling these instructions. These
are repeated, overlapped, and meant to be read in a variety of directions. The letters are progressively deformed until shaping a strange and poetic glossolalia.
The artist offers to us to pass through language in order to engage with the exhibition, to see ourselves. It embodies our rationality, our ability to abstract the
world and put it into signs. Abandoning language and giving into glossolalia has us is to erase any distance, and to accept being lured and taken in. A literal
and figurative trap, the door establishes a false alternative: either we stay on the threshold and we look through the grid or we accept to get trapped and close
the door behind us. Thus we are trapped ourselves, we are captivated. 							
Julien Zerbone

A brief history of everything
Solo show - FRAC des Pays de la Loire
nov. 2012 / jan. 2013

Ways of seing (the wolf) / (the hind) / (the deer)
3 acrylic and japonese ink on polyester net,
118,1 x 78,7 inches (x3) , 2012

Trapeze
Suspended sculpture fully realized in glass
(cords, bars and hooks), 55 x 26 x 3,9 inches
2008

Night shots (Tir de nuit)
Photography animation, video. B&W, no sound.
Length: 5min40, 2012
A surveillance camera in the French mountains. Animals passing by night are triggering a photography
sequence edited in the purpose of creating a film based on the fantasy of the wild animal and a certain
closeness.

You should never forget the jungle
A performance with Robert Steijn
Video 16/9 HD, 19 min, 2012

You should never forget the jungle, is a happy encountering - erotic and ultimately tragic - between a young deer and a hunter, played by the bodies of two
artists, around a boundary embodied by a knife. The performance begins with an hypnosis, the countdown enables a change of realities, a transformation
inside the narration. The deer shows its exuberant characteristic and, while addressing the audience, explains that he must confront the hunter and give
him his life. Therefore, they live a relationship which is no longer a unilateral stalking but a seduction game, a mutual and unconditional offering. The hunter is faced with an animal that looks human. Finally, the hunter, who is caught in a cornelian dilemma, shoots the deer, feeling exasperated by its dances.
But this is not quite a death since it initiates a molt where limits are exceeded, prior to any ritual initiation. Julien Zerbone, in The trap, 2013

GUNUNG
A performance with Robert Steijn
HD video, 4min52, 2012
Gunung takes its name from a Korean shamanic ritual which accompanies the souls of the dead through sacrifices. During a
residence in Korea, the artist had indeed met a shaman, Sul-Wha Kim, who invited her to attend one of his rituals. The shaman
had recognized Christine Laquet, she explains, even though they did not know each other. Strangeness and complexity of this
meeting which abolish borders. During the resulting performance, Robert Steijn embodied a « screen-man ». He was holding
the screen of this ritual, providing a physical distance and questioning our Western view on shamanistic rituals. The
performance materializes the meeting for Christine Laquet and according to her, it can not take place without a ritual. The use
of body and gaze moves her practice from visual art to performance and enlarges her field of investigation.

J.Z.

Vain ceremony (Cérémonie illusoire)
Mixed media installation -dead tree, burned grass, birds
(Diamond of Gould) and bird cage- Variable dimensions
2011

Gyeonggi Creation Center
Daebudo, South Korea, 2011

Achieved gesture # 1
(Geste accompli # 1)
Resin painting on rice paper,
145.5 x 81.5 cm / 56,8 x 40 inches
2011

Bruit qui pense
(Thinking noise)

Solo show, Gyeonggi Creation Center, South Korea, 2011
Installation with 7 vidéos from 2004 to 2010
The exhibition take the form of lowly campsite:
some lodges, or temporary architectures, are
constructed with the same fabric as the agricultural
area of the Gyeonggi Region. 7 videos are articulated
into this landscape. Realized between 2004 and 2010,
each film has a specific approach to sound
They exhibition produce a sort of landscape,
as much visual as sound .

Riviera
Solo show, Centre d’art la Chapelle Jeanne d’Arc, Thouars, France
2010.

Exhibition view

Riviera
Wall in earth, ceramics letters with a flexible led
light (blue, white, red).
185 x 300 x 30 cm
2010

Traversée
Wood rectangle and sculptures in ceramic painted in black. 3 bows/gargoyles, 2 kayaks, 1 barque and 1 skull.
Variable dimensions
2010

La pêche au renard
Suspended mixed media sculpture (stainless steel, rubber,
cables, feathers, etc.) based on a rotary engine
2010

Lure
Glass stems a rubber crocodile lure
variable dimensions
Video, 4min30
2010

Fauché en plein vol
Glass trapeze, stuffed
monkey (gray Vervet),
3 leashes in false diamonds,
33 stars in glass, light
projector, plinth.
2008 / 2010

SongeSingeS
Lustre suspendu en fils de fer barbelé
et guirlande lumineuse noire
210 x 100 cm
2010

Nous n’irons plus-zo-bois
Nous n’irons plus-zo-bois is an in situ choregraphic
project project created in the Chamarande Parc, (FR), 2010
Conception // Olivia Grandville / Christine Laquet
Set design collaboration // Bastien Anconina
Popular russian songs // Igor Drigatsch

The blue hour
Sawdust, stuffed antelope, chandelier
180 x 45 x 110 cm / 71 x 18 x 43 inches
130 x 150 x 90 cm / 52 x 59 x 36 inches
2007

Foreground

The blue hour
At the bottom

Ce qui va par deux, D.
Ce qui va par deux, P.
Two paintings, oil on canvas
189 x 129 cm / 74,4 x 50,8 inches
2007

Cheval de trois
Photography triptych on dibond
82 x 110 cm / 32,3 x 47,2 inches
FNAC collection
(National contemporary art collection
2008

Qui veut faire l’ange fait la bête

Pégase

Cheval de trois

Historias conectadas
Solo show, a collaboration with Stéphane Pauvret
MAMAM No Patio, Museum of Contemporary Art Recife (BR), l’Atelier, Nantes (FR)
2009

Camera obscura
Wood sculpture / 2010

Manguetown
Digital video / 12’/ 2009-2010

Who wishes to become an angel, becomes a beast
Solo show, Bangkok University Gallery - BUG, Thailand, 2007

Fallen angels
35 suspended dolls
Variable sizes

Central World Plaza
Digital prints on sticker, 4 plints,
4 Stuppa and Pagoda models
200 x 300 x 500 cm / 79 x 118 x 197 inches
2007

Just before, was the Dorippe Granulata
Video, 5mn
2007
Near to the performance, this short film is a contemplative
and penetrating portrait of a white crab: the
“dorippe granulata”, already screened in a Sokurov film
“The Sun”, where the emperor Hiro-Hito felt in ecstasy.
Tracked by the camera using a lamp-torch,
the crab with the head of warrior samuraï
solidifies on sand, surprised by the light on the slope.

Plastic bags, water, pedestals, stromboscop, LCD monitor
4 x 4 x 0,5 m / 158 x 158 X 18 inches
2007

My feedback to Jane
Acrylic and glitter on canvas
244 x 186 cm / 96,1 x 73,2 inches
2007

Omi International Arts Center
Hudson Valley New York 2007

Sans plus jamais rien nommer
Black japanese ink on fabric, collage
150 x 190 cm / 59,1 x 74,8 inches
2007

Black pepper mountain
Dance black fllor, 1,5 kg of black pepper, engin which
provokes vibration beneath the pepper.
100 x 60 x 70 cm / 39,4 x 23,6 x 27,6 inches
2007

Rien ne suffit
Black ink on canvas
190 x 115 cm / 75 x 45 inches
2008

Conference on Nothing
Watercolor on paper
200 x 150 cm / 78,7 x 59,1 inches
2006

Finalement, mon amour, j’ai succombé
Black ink and watercolor on paper
200 x 150 cm / 79 x 59 inches
2006

La probabilité du ricochet
Solo show, La Halle Art Center, Pont en Royan, France
2010

Et c’est devenu maintenant
Black ink and watercolor on paper
190 x 150 cm / 78,7x 59,1 inches
2006

SansTitre
Stuffed imperial eagle, empaillé, remote
control car.
2010

Triangle Art Studio
Brooklyn, New-York, 2010

Gorilla
Resin on paper
2,20 x 1,10 m
2010

Just a dip. No why.
2009

